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THIS ALMANAC COVERS THE PERIOD APRIL 15, 1984, I THROUGH OCTOBER 15, 1984, AND WILL BE REPLACED PERIODICALLY. 
, 
I .  
SATELLITE ORBIT PREDICTOR 
The satellite orbit predictor is a graphical aid for determining the relationship between the 
satellite (SARSAT or COSPAS) orbit, antenna coverage of the spacecraft and coverage of the 
LUTs. The predictor allows the user to  quickly visualize if a selected position will probably be 
detected and is composed of a base map and a satellite track overlay for each satellite. Addition- 
ally, a table of equator crossings for each satellite is included. 
In order for a LUT to receive ELT/EPIRB information from a satellite, mutual visibility be- 
tween the satellite, LUT and ELTlEPIRB must occur. Mutual visibility requires two simultaneous 
conditions : 
a. The satellite subtrack or ground track must lie within a LUT coverage circle for at least 4 
minutes. 
b. and the suspected ELTiEPIRB must lie within the satellite antenna coverage swath during 
the 4 minute period. 1 
The base map is a polar stereographic projection of the northern hemisphere. The LUT cover- 
age circles are based on the LUT seeing the satellite at the horizon. On projections of this type 
equal increments of latitude are not equidistant. Therefore, the map includes a dot matrix in the 
ocean areas with the dots printed as a one degree latitude by one degree longitude field. Another 
property of the projection is that the center of the LUT coverage does not coincide with the 
actual geographical position of the LUT. 
The overlay shows the satellite ground track or subtrack (black) starting from the ascending 
node (northbound equator crossing) and continuing minute by minute across the overlay. In ad- 
dition, the 10 degree coverage limits of the spacecraft antenna (red) are plotted on both sides of 
the subtrack. The yellow lines connecting the antenna coverage swath and the subtrack indicate 
time in minutes. Just to the west of the left hand antenna coverage limit is a short line segment 
(labeled “next pass”) which is the index for the next ascending node equator crossing. 
The table of satellite equator crossings contains the Zulu date/time group that a satellite will 
cross the equator northbound, the orbit number, and the longitude that it will cross the equator. 
A particular orbit starts when the satellite crosses the equator northbound (ascending) and ends 
just prior to the next ascending node equator crossing. The longitudes are listed in degrees east 
longitude, i.e., a negative number in this column is a west longitude. 
To  use the predictor, first select an equator crossing from the table and then rotate the satel- 
lite overlay to position the satellite subtrack over the selected equator crossing longitude. The 
predictor now represents the satellite ground track for the selected orbit. Subsequent and previous 
orbit depictions can be obtained by using the “next pass” index. 
For subsequent orbits ... mark or note the longitude beneath the “next pass” index and rotate 
the overlay clockwise to position the satellite subtrack over the new equator crossing longitude. 
For previous orbits, rotate the overlay counterclockwise to position the “next pass” index over 
the present equator crossing. The ground track for the previous pass will be to the right of the 
original orbit, and the subtrack for subsequent orbits will be to the left of the original equator 
crossing. One can do this all the way around the wheel without sacrificing a great deal of accuracy. 
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So far we have just looked at positioning the overlay to  obtain a depiction of a satellite ground 
track for a selected orbit number and then ground tracks for later and earlier orbits. Now let‘s 
examine what information we can get from the depiction. When the subtrack intersects a LUT 
coverage circle, the LUT will receive signals from the satellite for the time period that the sub- 
track is within a coverage circle. An ELT/EPIRB is visible t o  the satellite when it lies within the 
antenna coverage limits (red lines). Mutual visibility occurs when an ELTlEPIRB is within the 
satellites field-of-view at the same time that the satellite subtrack lies within a LUT coverage 
circle. From this, we can see for a selected orbit if a spacecraft will be seen by a LUT and ap- 
proximately where ELTs/EPIRBs must be located to be processed by a LUT. The predictor can 
be used for more sophisticated problems such as approximate AOS and LOS at a LUT, next time 
an ELT/EPIRB will be in mutual visibility, and whenlif an area of interest will be seen by a satel- 
lite and a LUT. 
To determine approximate AOS and LOS at a LUT, refer to the equator crossing table and note 
the time (in Zulu) that the satellite will cross the equator. Next, position the overlay as previous- 
ly discussed and count the yellow lines from the equator to  the point a t  which the subtrack inter- 
sects the LUT coverage circle. Add the number of minutes to the time of equator crossing and 
you have the approximate AOS. Continue counting the yellow lines until the subtrack exits the 
LUT circle and add them t o  the AOS time and you have the approximate LOS as well as the ap- 
proximate duration of the pass. (See example 1.) 
Finding out when the next time an ELT/EPIRB will be in mutual visibility of the satellite and 
LUT is simply a combination of the above two tasks. From the original orbit, move the overlay 
clockwise orbit-by-orbit using the “next pass” index until mutual visibility is established and then 
reference the equator crossing table for the time of equator crossing using the longitude now under 
the ascending node. By counting the minutes since equator crossing and adding them to the time 
of equator crossing, one comes up with the approximate time the ELTlEPIRB will next be in 
mutual visibility. (See example 2.) 
Using the orbit predictor to  determine when and if an area of interest will be viewed by the 
satellite and the LUT is a bit more complicated. First, locate the area of interest on the base map, 
refer to the equator crossing table for a longitude within plus or minus 20 degrees that has an 
equator crossing time within the appropriate time frame, position the overlay at  the selected 
longitude and determine if mutual visibility will exist. (See example 3.) If there is not mutual vis- 
ibility on that orbit, rotate the overlay using the “next pass” index until you determine that 
mutual visibility exists or that the interest area is too distant from a LUT or the satellite subtrack 
for mutual visibility t o  exist. 
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EXAMPLENO. 1 
1. Refer t o  the equator crossing table for time and longitude of the desired equator crossing: 
TIME (GMT) 
day hr mn sc 
292 9 32 4 
292 11 17 26 
292 13 2 48 
292 14 48 9 
292 16 33 31 
















From the equator crossing table, select orbit number 1526. The Zulu date/time group for the 
equator crossing is 292 (19 Oct) 1448:09. The longitude of the equator crossing is 59.45 W. 
2. Position the overlay so the subtrack coincides with the northbound equator crossing and 
then count the number of yellow lines (minutes) from equator crossing to the point where the sub- 
track enters a LUT circle (AOS) and exits a LUT circle (LOS). 
ASCENDING NODE EQUATOR CROSSING 
Figure 1 
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Position the overlay so the ascending node is set a t  59.45 W. Now count the number of yellow 
lines from the equator until the subtrack intersects a LUT circle. In this case the subtrack inter- 
sects a lut circle 5 minutes after crossing the equator, the subtrack lies within the LUT circle for 
14 minutes before exiting. Adding these times t o  the equator crossing time of 1448:09 yields an 
approximate AOS of 1453:09 and an approximate LOS of 1504:09. 
EXAMPLE NO. 2 
I .  From the original orbit move the overlay clockwise using the “next pass” index until mutual 
visibility is established. 
Figure 2 
Assume there is an ELT located at  40 00.0 N. and 080 00.0 W. The original orbit (1526) is 
within mutual visibility, and we want to know the next time the ELT will be in mutual visibility. 
The “next pass” index is at approximately 087 W. rotate the overlay until the subtrack coincides 
with 087 W. 
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Figure 3 
By looking at the subtrack and LUT circle, we see that the satellite will see the ELT and LUT 
on the next orbit (#1528). Adding the times to the equator crossing time (1633:31) gives us an 
approximate AOS of 1637, a 16 minute pass with an approximate LOS of 1653. 
EXAMPLE NO. 3 
SCENARIO: Assume you are interested in using the SARSAT system t o  locate the possible 
wreckage of a light aircraft that departed Charleston, South Carolina, enroute to Roanoke, Vir- 
ginia. The aircraft departed Charleston at  13002 on 19 October 1982 and never reached Roanoke. 




The route of flight is marked in the expanded box: approximate longitude is 080 W. 
2. Refer t o  the equator crossing table and select an orbit within 20 degrees of the approximate 
longitude and within the appropriate time frame. 
TIME (GMT) 
day hr mn sc 
292 11 17 26 
292 13 2 4 8  
292 14 48 9 
292 16 33 31 














From the table there are two orbits that are within plus or  minus 20 degrees of the route of 
flight; 1526 and 1527. Orbit #1526 is the earliest (14482) and is within our time frame. 
3. Position the overlay at the selected longitude and determine if mutual visibility exists or 
will exist. 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 5 
Remember, mutual visibility exists when the ELTlEPIRB is within the satellite antenna swath 
and the satellite subtrack is within a LUT circle. We can see that the ground track is within the 
LUT circle. Also, the route of flight we are interested in is within the antenna swath at  the same 
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W 123 SA 154 
TH 124 SU 155 
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AUG SEP OCT 
W 214 SA 245 M 275 
TH 215 SU 245 TU 276 
F 216 MO 246 W 277 
SA 217 TU 247 TH 278 
SU 218 W 248 F 279 
M 219 TH 249 SA 280 

















SU 8 W 39 TH 68 S U  99 TU 129 F 160 SU 190 W 221 SA 251 M 282 TH 313 SA 343 
M 9 TH 40 F 69 M 100 W 130 SA 161 M 191 TH 222 SU 252 TU 283 F 314 SU 344 
TU 10 F 4 1  SA 70 TU 101 TH 131 SU 162 TU 192 F 223 M 253 W 284 SA 315 M 345 
W 11 SA 42 SU 71 W 102 F 132 M 163 W 193 SA 224 TU 254 TH 285 SU 316 TU 346 
TH 12 SU 43 M 72 TH 103 SA 133 TU 164 TH 194 SU 225 W 255 F 286 M 317 W 347 
F 13 M 44 TU 73 F 104 SU 134 W 165 F 195 M 226 TH 256 SA 287 TU 318 TH 348 
SA 1 4  TU 45 W 74 SA 105 M 135 TH 166 SA 196 TU 227 F 257 SU 288 W 319 F 349 
SU 15 W 46 TH 75 SU 106 TU 136 F 167 SU 197 W 228 SA 258 M 289 TH 320 SA 350 
M 16 TH 47 F 76 M 107 W 137 SA 168 M 198 TH 229 SU 259 TU 290 F 321 SU 351 
TU 17 F 48 SA 77 TU 108 TH 138 SU 169 TU 199 F 230 M 260 W 291 SA 322 M 352 
W 18 SA 49 SU 78 W 109 F 139 M 170 W 200 SA 231 TU 261 TH 292 SU 323 TU 353 
TH 19 SU 50 M 79 TH 110 SA 140 TU 171 TH 201 SU 232 W 262 F 293 M 324 W 354 
F 20 M 51 TU 80 F 111 SU 141 W 172 F 202 M 233 TH 263 SA 294 TU 325 TH 355 
SA 21 TU 52 W 81 SA 112 M 142 TH 173 SA 203 TU 234 F 264 SU 295 W 326 F 356 
SU 22 W 53 TH 82 SU 113 TU 143 F 174 SU 204 W 235 SA 265 M 296 TH 327 SA 357 
M 23 TH 54 F 83 M 114 W 144 SA 175 M 205 TH 236 SU 266 TU 297 F 328 SU 358 
TU 24 F 55 SA 84 TU 115 TH 145 SU 176 TU 206 F 237 M 267 W 298 SA 329 M 359 
W 25 SA 56 SU 85 W 116 F 146 M 177 W 207 SA 238 TU 268 TH 299 SU 330 TU 360 
TH 26 SU 57 M 86 TH 117 SA 147 TU 178 TH 208 SU 239 W 269 F 300 M 331 W 361 
F 27 M 58 TU 87 F 118 SU 148 W 179 F 209 M 240 TH 270 SA 301 TU 332 TH 362 
SA 28 TU 59 W 88 SA 119 M 149 TH 180 SA 210 TU 241 F 271 SU 302 W 333 F 363 
SU 29 W 60 TH 89 SU 120 TU 150 F 181 SU 211 W 242 SA 272 M 303 TH 334 SA 364 
M 30 F 90 M 121 W 151 SA 182 M 212 TH 243 SU 274 TU 304 F 335 SU 365 
TU 31 SA 91 TH 152 TU 213 F 244 W 305 M 366 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TME (GHT) E. LONG. ORBIT TInE (GHT) E. LONG. ORBIT 




























BO : 39 : 31 
02: 24: 52 
04:10:14 
05: 55: 35 
07 : 40 : 57 
09: 26 : 18 
11 :1i :39 
1237: 01 
1 4 : 42 : 22 





01 :14 :30 
02 : 59: 52 
0445 : 13 
06: 30 :35 
08: 15:56 
10:01:17 
'1 1 : 46 :39 
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li4 11 17:!b124 8: if16 
114 20136~09 
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5423 it4 91:0?:3! -8i.18 5564 
5424 ?!4 02:43:4? -125.51 5565 
5425 ! I 4  C4:25:8? -13i.84 5566 
5426 !!4 66:05:?5 -157.15 5567 
5427 :14 C7:4?:4? 177.2 556e 
5428 !14 [1?:?9:0(3 152.i? 5569 
5429 !!4 i l : ~ ~ : l ~  !?6.8? 5571 
114 1?:51:36 1Ci.54 5571 #$! 1!4 14:32:54 76.21 5572 
114 i5:14:11 50.90 5573 
,A i4  !?:55:29 25.57 574 
114 19:36:4? .?5 5575 lit ,114 21:18:05 -25.08 5576 
!4 ?2:59:?2 -50.39 5577 
Uest longitude is negative ( - 1 .  
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OE POOR QUALITY 
Satelllte C1 Satellite C2 Satelllte S1 
TINE (MT) E. LW. ORBIT 
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Yest longitude is negative (-1. 
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Satellite C2 
TStlE 4C)IT) E. LMC. ORBIT 
day hr fin sc dap.dg 
Satellite S1 Satellite C1 
TIHE ( U T )  E. LOMG. 
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0 0 : 38: 22 
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05:54 :26 
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11: 10 :30 
14:1 :13 
1 b : 26; 35 
18:11:56 
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123 00:22:50 - .62  5546 
f23 02:07:43 -26.97 5547 
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West ltngitude is negative (-). 
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Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
T .  ORBIT TIHE (@IT) E.  L day hr m x drp 9 T I E  (WT) E. LONG. OUBIT dry hr nn sc de9.d9 TXK (MT) E. LON. ORBIT dry hr nn sc dcg.dg 
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Uest longitude is negatire (-1 
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Uest ltngitude is negative ( -1 .  
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Satellite C1 Satblllte C2 Satolllte S1 
T I  (C)IT) E. 7. ORBIT T I E  (WT) E. LW. ORBIT 
dr)  hr M u de9.dg dr) T r nn 1c d q  0 dry hr M IC drg.d9 TIM (CnT) E. L O N .  ORBIT 
4 22 -84.1 f@ 1 h j h f 4 0  - lk .4 !  $#! 
132 04:36:57 -4 4.74 9 2 2  
!$:8k1 149.28 25 
132 41:22:08 123.96 5826 
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fig 132 16:26:!2 8:07: 0 47.8 22. 5830 
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2 2 9 5  
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fB 2 3 i l l  i 15 :gI;sI Z& 
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533 08:3S: 9 -141.75 5688 133 07:37:42 -179.43 5838 
533 i :20t 5 2 -168.09 5689 133 09:19:00 154.74 5839 
133 1 ? :OS145 165.56 5690 133 11:00:17 129.43 5840 
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60.17 5694 !33 17:45:28 28.13 5844 % !!i:’ii~ 33.83 5695 133 19:26:46 2.80 5845 
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134 0?:23:38 
1‘4 12:54:24 8 345 13 12:34:05 
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134 16*2f*Q J347 134 16:@3tS1 104.02 S78b 134 1S:42:19 58.92 5857 
134 1 8 ~ 1 0 ~ 2 S  i: 134 17:48:$4 77.68 5707 134 17:23:37 33.60 5858 ii 134 49;55:41 f 9349 134 19: 3:36 51.33 5708 134 i?:C4:5S 8.27 5059 134 i 534 $l:t8:!9 24.98 5709 !34 20:46:13 - 7.06 5860 134 23:bb:b  134 ~ 3 ~ 0 3 :  2 -1.36 5710 134 22:27:31 -12.38 5861 
135 00:48:1 -27.71 S l i l  
135 0 4 : l M i  W . 4 0  5733 
13s 5 09:32:4 7 47 1 -133.$9 fSP3 4 5716 15.68 5867 
135 11:17:32 574;a f7 7 135 10:f6:25 140.35 5868 135 13:02:25 147.87 57 135 1: 7: 3 115.03 
135 f3 :h : i ) i  09.70 588$\ 135 !4:47:18 121.52 
I35 lb:32:11 95.18 
135 18:17:(t4 68.83 5721 135 17:01:46 39.06 5872 
135 20:01:57 42.49 5722 135 18:43:04 13.73 
135 $1:46’:50 16.14 135 20:24:22 -1i.59 %I 
125 23:46:57 0b2 .23  5876 
134 9s:52:55 9341 134 03,’”’;p --57:90 7 o f34 0 5 3 4 ~ 3 3  -149.14 58% 
134 9:04: 9 -i 0.59 s702 i34 OEI:S~:OEI ib0.22 sa53 5 
i35 82:33:08 -54.05 5712 
135 Ob:82:5 406.74 # i j  
13s is:20:28 64.39 5871 
i3S ,3:3i:43 -10.20 %i 135 22:15:39 -36.91 5875 
West longitude is neqstiue ( -  
16 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALIN 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIM (6HT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 
day hr rrn sc deq.dg 
TIME (MT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 





















136,?2 : If : 10 





































136  y 4 a  2iJ:02:30 










































f i? :# 
19; 











24.66 -. 65 
-2s 9 
-51 3! 
00 : 00 : # 
01144: 
03: 29 : 49 
OS 8 14 : 42 
08: 44 : 2 
10:29:20 
e6 : 59 : 3: 
01 : O N 4  
02: 47 : 42 
04 :E8 :59 
06: 10 : 17 
07 :si : 3s 
'12 : Sf : 28 










- 4 d  





















138 0 0 : 4 4 :  3 
i# 02if5: t 0 




138 14:14: 5 
13 15.56 3 
131 17337330 
138 19:18:48 
138  21:oo:P 2:41: 4 































































































0 0 : 22 : 41  
07 : 07: 53 
08:49: 10 
2 11- 6 























Uest ltngitude is n q a t  
17 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIHE t M T )  E .  LONG. ORBIT 
dry hr mn sc de9.dp 

























142 00: 0:43 
142 11:f:!4 
142 3: 1: 6 
142 07:02:08 
142 08:47:40 
142 10:32: 1 



























































? 4 ? j  
TIRE ( W T )  E. LON. ORBIT 


























141 O i r  


















142 1e:O : 4 1  
142 19:50:34 





































!G 13 : 19: 23 
i 4 2  !5:134:!6 
f 4 3  !5:4?:09 
1*13 is : 34 : 02 
142 20:19:54 
:J: 22:3;:47 




































TIME ( M T )  E. LW. ORBIT 
dry hr mn sc deg.d9 
140  0 O : O O : S O  
140 01:42:08 
1 4 0  03:23:26 
1 4 0  OS:O4:44 
140 lr6:46:01 
146 10:08:37 





140 20: 16:24 
140  21:57:41 
140 23:38:59 


































































































































Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIWE (GWT) E. LONG. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc dcq .dg 
TIHE (GHT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc deg.dq 
T I E  (GhT) E. LO&. MIBIT 









48. 67.b4 7 
s9: 





































































144  C?:55:03 



















144 22: 1:34 
144 23: 5 2:52 
145 













02: 01 :f4 
0 3 : 46 : 46 
0 5 : 3 1 : 39 
07 : 1 6 : 32 
09 : 01 :2S 
10 : 46: 18 
12: 31 : il 
14 : i b  :04 
15 : 00 : 57 
17:45:50 
i? : 30 :42 
21 15:35 
23 : iI0 :il8 
-37 1 
-63 : 44 
-89.80 


























04 : 56 : 45 
06:38: 03 
08: 19 :21 
10: 00 :39 
11 : 41 : 56 
13:23:14 
15: 04 :3? 
16: 6 5 0  
18 : 27 : 08 
20 : 08 : 25 
?i :49:43 
,1331 : 01 


































































* w  
146 
% 
C O  :45:21 
02 :30 : 14 
64:15:07 
Cb: 0 o : o o  
C? : 44 :53 
04:29:46 
11 :14:38 
12 : S 9 :  31 
14 : 44 : 24 
1 6: 29: 17 
i0:i4:10 
i9 :f9: 03 
2: : 43 :5b 
23 : 28: 19 
C i  :13:4? 
02 : 58: 34 
04:43:27 
Ot : ie : 20 
08: !3:13 a? :5e: 06 
11 :42:59 
13 : 27: 52 
15 :12:45 
I 6 :  57 :38 
13 : 42 :30 
20 : 27 :23 
22 : iZ:i6 







































































O f  :i:: !9 
02: 53:36 
04: 34: 54 
06: it: I? 
07:57:33 
09 :39 : 4? 
if :20:C5 
!?:il1:?3 
14 : 42 : 41  
16: 2 x 9  
18: 05 :l& 
19: 46 :34 
?I :27:5? 
23: 09: 10 
-83 .  f5 -:oe .87 


















6 0 3  
t@? 






1i:b7: O9 : 22 'h 8 
10 : e8 : 53 
19 : 54 : 15 
21 :3?:36 
23 : 24 : 57 
01 : 10 : 19 
02: 55: 40 
04: 41: 02 
06 : 26 :23 
08: 1 1 : 44 
09:57:06 
11 :42 :27 
is:i3: e l : 27 :4e 
l : 58 : 9 
18: 43 : 5 
20 :29 :  14 
22: 14:35 


















































147 0 0  C2:31:45 50 27




147 21: 06: 01 
147 22:47:18 
I P  47 1 :20:50 
Uest longitude is negative ( - 1  
19 
Satdllto c1 Satellite C2 Satelllte s1 
T I  (WT) E. LONC. ORBI? TIHE (all) E. Low. ORBIT 

















07 : 01 : 22 
08 : 46 144 
1 0 : 32 : 05 
12 : 17 : 27 
15: 8 t t 9  
17: i Jr.31 
19 : 18 : 52 
21: 04: 14 





131.97 i o  'SO 
































0 0  : 34 :56 
02:20 : 18 









19 : 53 : 52 
21 : 39: 13 




































































oi : 44 : 5s 
C3:30 :17 
!j  : is: 38 
O? : a0 :s3 
92: 4t :21 
f0:31:42 
12:17:03 
14:  02 :?5 
15:47: 4t, 
17 : 33 : 08 
19: 18: 29 
21 :03:SO 









4 . 4 1  
- 3 2 ,  E8 
-59.34 
-85.81 




























0 5 :26:55 
05 : 11 : 48 
06:56:41 
08 I 41 :34 
10 : 26:2b 




20 :S5 :44 
22 : 48: 37 






































































0 0 : 06: 45 
01 148 : a3 
t 3 : 294 20 
051 0:38 
06: 5 i :S6 
08133: 14 
10 : 14 : 32 
11 : S5: 49 
13:37 : 07 
15 : 18 : 25 
16 : 59 : 43 
22 : 03: 36 




























Uest longitude is neqative ( -1.  
20 
ORlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIRE (CHT) E. LONG. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc dcq .dg 
152 00:34:33 -138.74 3584 
152 02:19:55 -165.20 9585 
152 04:05:16 168.33 9586 
IS2 05:50:37 141.87 9587 
152 07:35:59 115.40 9f88 
152 09:21:20 88.94 9589 
152 11:06:42 62.47 9590 
152 12:52:03 36.01 9591 
152 14137:24 9.54 9592 
152 1 :22:46 -16.92 9393 
152 19:53:28 -69.85 9595 
I52 ?1:38:50 -96.32 9596 
IS? 23:24:11 -122.78 9597 
152 1 8 :08:07 -43.39 9 94 
T I E  ( U T )  E .  LON. ORBIT 














01 : 44 : 32 
93: 29 :53 
05: 15: 1s 
C7:00:36 
08 : 45 : 58 
10: 31 : 19 
12: 16 : 40 
14: 02: 02 
15 : 47 : 23 
17 : 32 : 44 
19:18: 06 
24 : 03: 27 







































15 3.23: 8 
4 
5 





























-7 08 6 is? 00:05:3e -46.33 5944 fz$ 88;jf;fJ 152 51:50:31 -72.67 5945 1s2 04:05r05* b~~~ 
152 07:Of:ilr -151.71 5948 152 07:27:q -;I;$! 61 b 88 
~2 oe:so:o2 -178.06 5919 152 09:08: 
152 12.:19:48 129.25 5951 152 32:31:33 106.66 61 
152 15:49:34 76.56 5953 1s2 61 1 
qL9.96 611 
152 17:34:27 50.21 5954 
152 21:04:13 -2.48 5956 
IS2 22:49:06 -28.82 5957 -45.29 611 
[i3:3f:24 -99.02 6 6io 
152 at,:20:17 -125.36 5947 152 051468Za -1 2.54 6107 
152 10:34:5S isS.60 5950 152 io:sb:l 1 1. 61iI 
152 14:04:41 102.91 5952 fH 
152 19:19:20 23.87 5955 152 5:37 6115 t 
153 01:09:33 -149.24 9598 153 00:33:58 mSS.17 5958 15 0.61 bIL8 
153 02:54:54 -175.71 9599 if3 02:18:5i 1.52 5959 &.93 bli9 
153 04:40:15 157.82 9600 153 04:03:44 -1 7.86 5960 -121.25 6i20 
153 06:25:37 131.36 9601 153 85:48:37 -534.21 5961 -146.58 bi21 
153 ib:57:45 -27.43 9607 i E 3  !6:17.54 67.71 5967 153 15:32: 8 61. 153 :8:43:0!, -53.39 9608 153 18:02:47 41.37 5968 153 17:13: S 36. 
153 ?0:28:28 -80.36 9609 153 1?:47:40 15.02 5969 153 18:54~53 I O .  
153 ??:13:49 -106.82 9610 153 21:32:33 -11.32 5970 153 20:36:11 -14. 
i53 23:59:11 -133.29 9651 152 23:17:26 -37.67 5971 i53 2:17:29 153 53:58:46 
t{[\ 
i53 08:10:58 104.89 9602 153 67:33:30 -160..55 5962 153 07:05:49 -171.91 6132 
153 09:56:20 78.43 9603 !53 09:18:23 173.10 5963 !5J 08:47:87 162.76 6123 
146.75 5964 153 10:28:24 137.45 6124 
153 13:?7:~2 ?s.so 9605 \?! 120.41 5965 1% 12:09:42 112. 1 2 6125 153 11:41:41 51.97 9604 153 13:SI:r 86. 0 6126 
34 154 01:0$:19 2 4 2 -64.01 95.36 38% 154 0 a r21:22 -1 79 bf 
154 04:g:tj -116.71 5974 154 
154 If:31: 6 137.91 3978 154 117.59 Li39 
!5:12:?4 -.96 9606 15.3 14:33:02 94.06 5966 
154 0 :40:04 -90.47 b i  3 
- 1 f h  6f35 
154 06:16: -i43.C5 5975 154 -1 6.45 6136 
154 08:01:50 -169.40 5975 154 18.24 6137 
154 09:46:43 164.25 5977 154 142.91 4138 
154 13:16: 9 111.56 979 154 92.26 6140 154 15:10:#6 66.95 4141 
154 :6:46:15 58.87 154 16: i :A4 41.bf bi82 
154 15:01:22 85.22 
154 10:31:18 154 18: 3:112 16.2 6143 
154 20:ib: 1 326:7i 154 20: 4:20 -9.03 C144 
154 22:00:54 -20. 7 5984 154 21:b:37 -34.3j 614s 
154 23:45:46 -46, Is 1 5985 154 23: 6:55 -59.6 6146 
155 01:18:13 -85.00 6147 
155 03:lS: 2 -99.20 5% 155 02:59:3 -110.33 6'48 
155 05:00:2S -125.55 5988 1% 04:40:49 -535.64 6 49 
1 06:45:18 -191.90 5989 155 6:22: 6 -1 .97 6 t 0 155 01:30:49 -72.86 
155 lO:lf:O4 155.41 f991 155 09:44:42 148.38 6352 
155 11:59:57 129.07 5992 155 11:26:OO 123.05 6453 
155 13:44:50 102.72 5993 f'?i 13:07:1? 9 74 6154 
195 15:29:42 76.37 5994 1fS 14:48:35 7$:41 bj55 
155 57:14:35 f0.03 5995 1% 16:29:53 
155 18:59:58 23.68 5996 1% 18: 1:ll 2 .75 6 57 
155 20:44: i -2.66 5997 1 S 19: k 2:28 -3.56 6f58 
!55 23:15:04 -54.21 6160 
z 
5 
1 22 08:30:11 - 8.24 5990 1% 8 :  8 03: !.4 1 t! .70 6 Si 
41*08 (IS6 
iss 22:29:14 -29.1i 5998 i 2 5 2i:33:46 -28.99 6159 
Uest longitude is negative (-). 
21 
Satellite S1 Satellite C1 Satellite C2 
T I K  (GHT) E. LONG. ORBIT TIhE (GHT) E.  LONG. ORBIT TIME (GHT) E. LONG. ORBIT 




156 06: 5:14 
155 09:55:56 




is5 ?0:?8:05  
156 22:13:?6 
156 23:58:47 
156 08:,0:35 ? 



























































































i 4 . 8 4  







































































































































00 : 33 : 47 
02: 19: 08 
04: 0429 
*35:14 
09: 20 : 34 
li :05:55 
12: 51 : 16 
14 :36 :38 
18:21:59 
18: 07 :t i  
19 : 52 : 42 
21 :38:03 
23 : 23: 25 


















































































































159 01:08:46 -159.36 9680 !59 01:39:C8 -81.89 6041 159 01:32:06 -88.47 6204 159 02:54:07 174.18 9681 159 03:24:01 -1G8.23 5042 159 03:13:23 -113.78 6205 159 04:39:29 147.71 9682 !59 05:08:54 -134.58 6143 !5? 04:54:41 -139.1! 0 2 0 t  159 06:24:50 12i.25 9683 159 06:53:47 -1i0.93 6044 159 05:35:5? -154.43 6267 159 08:10:12 94.78 9684 !59 08:38:40 112.73 6045 !53 08:17:17 i70.24 6248 159 09:55:33 68.32 9685 155’ 10:23:33 146.38 6046 159 09:58:34 144.93 62E9 lS9 11:40154 41.85 9686 159 12:08:25 120.03 6047 159 11:39:52 119.60 6210 1 9 13:Zb:lb 15.39 9687 159 13:53:10 93.69 6048 159 13:21:10 74.27 6211 d 9  15:11:37 -11.08 9688 159 15:38:11 t7.34 6049 159 15:32:2g 68.94 6212 
is9 18:42:20 -64.01 9690 159 49:97:57 i 4 . t ~  tcsi 159 ie:25:02 I e . 2 0  6214 
159 2 i : 4 7 : 3 9  -32.35 t.i5 
159 16:56:58 -37.54 9689 15’7 17:?3:64 41.00 6050 159 !5:43:45 43.53 6213 
1 9  0:27~41  -90.47 9691 59 L I ) : ~ ~ : S C (  -11.69 5052 is? ?3:u5:21 -7 G? 2:s 
15P 23:28:56 -S i ’ .&  5?i? 
159 23:58t24 -143.40 9693 
1 is 9 2:13rt3 -116.94 9692 j59 22:3?:43 -38.04 6053 
West l o n g i t u d e  is negat iue  ( -1  
22 
ORIGfNRL PAGC 13 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIHE (GHT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 
















:ti 0 4 : 0 4 : 0 t ,  





i b i  i4:36:14 









i t 2  
i 62 








01 : OS : 23 
02:53:44 
04:39: 05 
06 : 24 : 27 
08: 09: 48 
09:SS:iO 
11 : 40 : 31 
13 : 25 : 52 
1 :11:14 
18:41 :S6 
20 :27: 18 
22:12:39 
?3:58 : 0 1  
1 H :56:3S 
i t 3  01:43:22 
!53 03:28:43 




i t 3  12:lS:30 
ic\3 i 4 : 0 9 : S E  



























-32 I OY 
























25.29 -. 17 













































TIHE (GHT) E .  LONG. ORBIT T I E  (GhtTI E. LONG. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc deq.d9 day hr nn sc deg.dg 
OG :53 :5k  c:! : 7 5 :  49 
C4:?5:42 
Ob: 05 :?5 
O? :so :?i3 
09 : 35: 29 
11 :2!i :13 
12: 0 5 0 6  
14 : 49 : 53 
16: 3452 
19 : 19: 45 
20 : 04:  38 
2 1  :49:31 
23 : 34: 23 
-73.23 
































i b l  10:56:05’ 
161 1?:37:27 
I t 1  14:18:45 















3 . 2 4  
3.91 
-21.41 
















i62 01:19:16 -92 07 6t82 165 00:26:32 -72.07 6246 
i t2  93:04.09 -103.42 6083 16L 02:07:49 -97.38 6247 
i t 2  04:49:02 -134.77 6084 162 03:49:07 -122.71 6248 
i b ?  06:33:55 -141 11 6085 162 05:30:25 -148.03 6249 
Sb2 Cg:j.8:48 172.54 6085 162 07:11:43 -173.36 6250 
164 iU:03:41 146.2i 6087 i62 08:U:OO 161.33 6251 
1L 11 :48:34 119.8> 6088 162 10:34:18 136.00 6252 
it2 13:33:27 93.51 6189 162 12:15:36 110.67 625-3 
1t2i15:1B:i9 67.16 6090 162 13:56:54 85.34 6254 
it2 17:03:12 49.81 609f ib2 15:38:11 50.03 6255 
!6? 18:48:OS 14.47 6092 162 17:19:29 34.70 6256 
162 20:32:58 -!1.88 6093 162 19:00:47 9.38 6257 
162 223:17:51 -38.23 6094 i t 2  &!0:42:05 -1595 6258 
162 ,2:23:22 -41.26 6259 
163 00 :02 :44  
!63 01:47:37 
!63 03:32:30 
i t3  95:17:23 
it.3 07: 
I t 3  08:47:08 
163 10:32:01 
163 12:16:54 




































16 03:2 1 










































Uert longitude is neqatiue ( -1 .  
23 
Satellite c1 Satelllte C2 Satellite S1 
T I E  (MT) E.  LONE. 















00 : 33 I 00 
02: 18:2L 
04: 03 :43 
05: 49: 04 
07:34:25 
09:19:47 
12 : 50 : 29 




21 :37: 16 
23 I 2 2 ~  38
ii:nw8 
-158.96 
























164 0 0 :  1:04 
154 C2: ? 5:57 
154 04:CO:Sd 


















































08: 09 : 18 
09: 0:35 
13:13:11 
14 : 54 : 29 
16 : 35 : 46 
1847 : 04 
19 : 58: 22 
21 : 39: 40 
23 : 20 : 58 
11: 5 1:53 
- M i  , 
-137. ""'P 0 
-162.42 






























l b 5  
06 : 24 : 03 
08 : 09 : 25 




20 : 26 : 54 
22: 12 : 16 
23 : f7 : 37 










































11 : 28: 42 
13:13:35 
04 2 ie 
20 : 13: 06 
2iiSJi59 












































! b t  19:16:3 













- e ib 
-34 3 2  
it7 0 :32:36 
157 d:17:58 
ib?  09:19:2 
it7 11:04:44 
167 2150: 6 












































i 6b  
166 
it16 
i b b  
166 
1 6  
it6 
i t 6  
i b b  
it6 
it& 












1 t ? 
i t 7  
1 t? 
162 
0 1 : 27: 45 
06 : 42 : E4 
O8:27: 16 
10 : 12 : 09 
11 :57: 02 
13: 4:: 55 
15:26: 4B 
17: 11 : 41 
18: 56: 34 ?G :41:?7 
22:26: l? 
003 ; 6 ; 5'i 
Ooli#itE 
08: i 5:37 
i f :10 :15 
0340 :58 
G7: 0:44 
f 0 :40 :30 
1 :25:22 
i 5 :  55: 08 
!E40 :li 
19: 24 : 54 
21 : 89 :47 
22: 54 : 40 


































































167 1 :52:48 
I t 7  2!:31: 06 
l k ?  22:iS:23 



























- ieo ,  e5 






















Yest ltngitudc i s  negative ( -1 .  
24 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
T I E  (CHT) E. LOW. ORBIT TIHE (MT) E. LONG. ORBIT T I E  ( M T )  E. L O W  ORBIT 
day hr nn sc d q . d g  day hr nn 5c deg.dg dry hr nn sc deq.dg 
i58 0 :07:35 





:b8 I :39:44 
168 11$5 : Of 



















0 1 : 42: 35 
03:27 :S6 
05:13:17 
06 :58 : 39 
08: 44 : 00 
b.0 : 29 : 22 
12: 1 4 4 3  
14:60104 
1s: 4St 26 
17 : 30 : 47 
22 : 46 : 51 










































0 1  :07:53 
12 : 52 : 46 
04 : 37: 39 





1s: 06: 9 
1 b : 51 : 49 
23 :51 : 20 
-82.44 
-1ilE. 79 


















. 5 .  31 *P 5 






















































0 1  : 37 : 59 
03: 19 : 17 
Of : 0 0 : 34 
06~41 :S2 
08: 23: 1 0  
10: d4: 28 
t i :  45: 46 
13:?7 : N3 
15:08:21 
16 : 49 : 39 
18 : 30 : 57 



























-10 -04*4s .?5 6 i46 47 
-160.41 6349 
174.26 6350 
14 .94 6351 
’ 12 0 .Q2 6 5 
98.29 
72. 6 635 
47, t 5 635 -1:b 2 . 2 6 t  35 
-2 6 50 
-53.64 6 59 
-i 3% .09 6348 
170 00:32:12 -169.08 9830 i7O 01:36:13 -100.13 6192 170 00:54:16 -78.97 6360 
170 02:17:34 164.46 9831 170 03:21:06 -126.48 6193 170 02:35:34 -104.30 6361 
170 04:02:55 138.00 9832 i?O O’j:OS:S9 -152.82 6194 170 04:ib:S -129.63 6362 
170 05:48:17 111.53 9833 170 06:50:52 -179.17 6195 !70 OS:S8:08 -154.94 6363 
170 0 7 ~ 3 3 ~ 3 8  85-07 9834 170 08:35:4S 154.49 6196 170 87:39:27 179.73 6364 
170 09:18:59 58.60 9835 170 10:20:38 128.14 6197 170 89:!0:4S 154.41 6365 
170 i1:04:21 32.14 9836 170 12:OS:JQ 101.79 6198 178 11:O :03 129.18 6366 
170 12:49:42 5.67 9837 173 1 :50:23 6199 170 12:4 $ :21 103.75 6367 
170 14:35:03 -20.79 9838 170 1 # :35:16 18::: 6280 170 14:24:38 78.44 6368 
!70 16:20:2f -47.26 9839, 170 17:20:09 72.76 6201 178 16:OS:Sb 53.11 6369 
27.78 6B70 170 19:51’:08 -100.18 9841 9:55 -29.94 kt03 17 2 46  1 
170 21:36:29 -126.69 9842 f# $8:14:48 -56.28 bL04 -22.86 6372 
170 18:05:46 -73.72 9840 170 19:flf:02 -3.59 6202 17 
















02 : 52 : 33 
c4  :37 :54 
06: 23: 16 
03: 08 :37 
09 : 53 : 59 
11 : 39: 20 
13 : 24 : 41 
IS: 10: 03 
16: SS : 24 
18: 40: 45 
20:26:07 
22:11:28 



















l ? l  




1 3  
1?1 
l ? l  
17: 
171 
cs:34 : 19 
07:19:12 
09: 04:  OS 
10 : 48: 58 
12 : 33 ; 51 
14 J f 8: 44 
f5 : 03: 36 
17 : 48: 29 
19:33:?2 
21: 1845 












































02 : 13: 43 
03 :SS: 00  
05:36: 8 
i0:40: 1 
12 : 21 : 29 
14: 02: 47 
15:44:05 
17: 2 5 2 2  
19: 06 :40 
20:47:58 















Uest longitude is negative (-1 
25 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S I  
T I E  (WT) E. L O N .  ORBIT TIE (Mi) E. LONG. ORBIT TIE W I T )  E. LOWC. ORBIT 
dr )  hr nn sc dcq.dg del hr M zc drg.dg dry hr CUI sc deg.dg 
173 CC:31:49 -174.13 9871 172 Ol:1b:2i -190.31 6233 173 01:30:00 -87.90 6403 
173 0?:17:10 159.41 9872 173 83;01:14 -126.66 6234 173 03:11:f8 -113.23 6404 
173 04:8?:21 132.94 9873 173 C4:46:07 -153.01 173 04:52:35 -138.54 6405 
173 05:47:53 106.48 9874 17; Ob:31:00 -179.35 6 ~ 3 6  173 06:33:53 -163.87 6406 
173 C?:33:1? 80.01 9875 173 08:15:52 154.30 6237 173 08:iS:il 176.80 6407 
173 99:15:35 53.55 9876 5.73 10:05:45 127,96 6238 173 09:5t:29 14S.48 6408 
173 ii:C3:57 27.08 9877 !?3 1i:JS:JE 101.61 6239 173 11:37:4b 120.16 6409 
173 m ? : i a  .62 9878 !?3 13:30:31 75.26 6240 173 13:19:04 94.84 bj j .0  
!73 5.4:34:40 -25.84 9879 !73 !5:i5:24 48.92 6241 173 15:40:22 69.5f 6411 
173 !b:?9:01 -52.31 9880 i 7 3  l?:C5:17 22.57 6242 1?3 16:41:40 44.18 b412 
173 i E : O j : ? ?  -78.78 9881 173 lB:45:10 -3.37 6243 !73 18:22:57 18.67 6413 
173 i9:50:44 -105.24 9882 173 ?C:39:03 -30.12 6244 133 ?0:04:15 -6.46 6414 
t73 23:? i :25  -158.17 9894 1?3 ?3:59:48 -82.81 b24b 573 23:26:51 -57.11 6416 
173 ?i :35:cc, -131.70 9883 !73 22: 1 4 4 5  -56.47 624s 173 21 :45:33 -31.79 6415 
174 o i : u 6 : ~  i7s.37 9885 m ~ : : ~ 4 : 4 i  - 1 0 ~ i b  6247 174 01:09:08 -82.43 6417 
174 0 4 : m z i  122.44 9887 m cw4m -ibi.es 6249 174 04:30:44 -133.08 6419 1?4 0 ? : 5 2 : 0 9  148.90 9886 !?4 93:29:34 -135.50 6248 174 02:49:26 -107.7s 64i8 
174 G5:22:52 95.97 9888 17’4 fi5:59:20 171.81 6250 !?4 06:12:02 -158.41 6420 
174 08:08:13 69.51 9889 1?4 08:44:13 145.46 t251 1?4 0?:53:19 176.28 6421 
174 09:53:35 43.04 9890 174 10:23:06 119.11 6252 !?4 09:34:37 150.95 6472 
174 11:38:56 16,58 989i 174 12:13:58 92.77 6253 174 11:lS:SS 125.63 6423 
174 13:24:17 -9.89 9892 1?4 13:58:51 66.42 6254 174 12:57:13 100.30 6424 
!?4 15:0?:39 -36.35 9893 174 !5:43:44 40.03 6255 174 14:38:30. 74.98 6425 
174 16:5S:OO -62.82 9894 1?4 17:2S:37 13.73 bP56 174 tb:19:48 .49.6$ 6426 
174 18:40:21 -89-28 9895 1?4 19:13:30 -12.62 6L57 174 18:Ol:Ob 24.3 6427 
174 ?0:?5:43 -11’5.75 9896 174 ?O:S8:23 -38.96 bSS8 174 19:42:24 - 1 . 0 0  6428 
!?4 2?:11:04 -142.21 9897 !74 22:43:16 -65.31 6L59 174 ?1:23:41 -26.31 6429 174 ?3:56:26 -168.67 9898 174 23:04:59 -51.64 6430 
Uest longitude is negative ( -1 .  
26 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
T I #  K H T )  E. LONG. ORBIT 
















02: 16: 46 
O4:0?: 07 
05: 47: 29 
@T:3? :!io 
09: !8: 12 
i t  : 03 :33 
i? : 41! : 54 
!4 : 34 : 15 
i t  : i'! : 37 
18 7 0 4  : 58 
!? : 50: 20 
?i :35:41 








4,77 1 :09:15 
!?? 15:54:35 
!77 18:3?:57 
17? 20 :25: 19 
177 22:10:40 
1?7 23:55:02 










































































































































TIhE (MT) E. 10s. ORBIT T I M  ( M T )  E .  LOMG. ORBIT 
day hr fin sc deg.dg dry hr nn x d q . d 9  




















7 5 . 0 8  
43.74 
22.39 
-3 .  ? b  
-2B. 30 





171 .b2  
1 6 . 2 3  
118.93 
92 .58  
66.24  






t ZTi 5 
6276 













-96.  e2 
4 2 . 1 4  
-147.47 
-172.80 











416 .68  






66 .05  


































178 OB:Ib:i% -'93.84 430.1 178 D1:22:00 -85.88 64?9 
178 03:38:02 -144.53 6303 i?e 04:44:36 -136.53 6476 
178 G5:22:5S -17G. 7 6304 !78 Ob:25:54 -161.86 6477 
178 08:52:40 136.43 6306 1?9 09:48:29 147.50 6479. 
78 10 .  7:33 110.09 6307 178 11:29:47 122.57 6480 
178 l E i b : 2 6  93.74 5308 !?E 13:11:05 96.84 6481 
1?8 14:07:19 57.40 6309 178 14:52:23 71.52 6482 
178 15:52:52 31.05 6310 i?e 15:33:40 44.20 6483 
178 17:37:0S 4.70 63i i  !TE 18:14:58 20.88 6484 
178 19:21:58 -21.64 6312 178 .19:56:16 -4.45 6485 
178 21:06:50 -47.99 6313 178 21137:34 -29.78 6486 
178 22:51:43 -74.33 6314 178 23:18:51 -55.09 5487 
178 oi:s3:09 -1i8.ia 6302 in 03:03:1a - i i t . ? i  6475 













f r  
1; #i#iO': 
-100.68 


























01 : 00 : 09 
02 41 : 27 
04 : 22 : 4f 
06 :04 :02 
07 : 45 I 20 
09 : 26 : 38 
11:07:56 
12 : 49 : 13 
14 : 30 : 31 
1b: l  :49 
19 : 34 : 24 
21 : 1542  













Uest longitude is negative (:I. 
27 
satolllto c1 satolllto c2 satolllto s1 
T. ORBIT TIWE (Mi) E. L day hr M sc dq. TI (Wl) E. LW. dry 3 r M sc deq.dq 
84 ; tf $ 
04:36:42 
C 5 : 22 : 0 4 
08: 07 :25 
09 : 52 : 47 
11:38: 08 
i3 : 23 : 29 
15:08:51 
1 6 : 54 : i2  
18: 29 : 33 
?0:24:55 
22: 10 : 16 








































04 4 4  $42 
0649:35 
11 :34~ 13
13: 19 :Ob 
15: 0359 
j 6  :48: 52 

















0 ! : 41 : 59 
03 :?t : ? O  os: 11 : 4 ?  
G 5.: S? : 0 3 
10 :27: 46 
12:13:07 
13:58:29 
15: 43: 50 
17 : 29 : 11 






























181 01:33:16 f e i  ( i 3 m 0 9  
191 C5:03:02 
191 06:47:55 
i e i  ce:32:de 
is: 42:02:33 
iei   TI^ 


















02 : 15 : 58 
04:01 :19 
OS: 46: 41 
O? : 32 : 02 
0?:17:23 
11 :02:4S 
12: 40: 16 
1 4 : 33 : 2? 
1 t : !8 : 49 
18: 0 4 :  10 












































0 0 : 16 : 44 
02: 01 :36 
03 : 46 : 29 
OS: 31 :22 
07: 16: is 
09: 0i: 08 
10 :46: 01 
17 : 45 :32 
21 :1S :I8 
23: 9 0  : 11 











































lE3 110:45:04 -1G9.70 
I G  ,32:29:56 -136.05 
1133 24 : 14 : 49 -162.40 
183 0?:44:35 144.91 
i83 09:2?:28 118.57 
f e3  i1:14:21 92.22 
is3 1?:59:14 6S.88 
183 14:44:06 39.53 
183 16:28:5? 13.18 
183 18:13:52 -13.16 
!e3 19:S8:45 -39.51 
1133 ?1:43:38 -65.85 
183 cs:s9:42 171.26 

















































TIM t M )  E. LMIE. aBIT 
drv hr n IC *.de 
1 1  lIi 



























15 : 49 : 57 






























03: 17: 10 
04 :58 :28 
06: 39: 46 
08:21:04 




16: 47 : 32 
18 : 28 : 50 
20310:OE 
21 :51:26 






































































Uest longitude is negative (-1.  
28 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
T I E  (GNT) E. LONG. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc deg,dg 
TIHE (GMT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc deg .dg 
T I M  ( M T )  E .  LONG. ORBIT 























































04 : 43 : 09 
r36:28:02 
G8: 12: 55 
09: 57: 48 
1 i : 42 : 41 
13 : 27 : 34 
1’3:12:?5 
!b:5?:13 
:g : 42 : 12 
2‘3 : 27 : 0s 
?2:!1:51 



































C O  :3‘5 :12 
02 : 15 :34 
04:00:55 
05 :46 :15 
09: 16 :59 
11 : 02 : 20 
12:47:42 
f4 :33: 03 
16 : 18 :25 
19: 49 : 07 
21 :34: 29 
23:19:50 



































1 E5 ier 


















33. Y4 2 
00 :30 118 
02: I1 :36 
03 :S2 :54 
0 5 3 4 :  1% 























































- t b .  03 
-92.38 


























lib I 6  
0 0  : 08 : 27 
01 : 49 : 45 
03:35 102 
05:i2:20 
0 b :53 :38 
08:34 :5b 
IO : 15 : 13 
11 : 57 : 31 
13 : 38 :49 
is: 20 : 07 
17:Oi !24 
18: 42 : 42 
23: 46:  35 
g :# ; !I 
-t?. 48 
















1 S t  17:53:59 
136 19:38:52 
!36 2!:23:45 
ioyfj 2 3 : o ~ a  
187 01:27:53 



























!JJ  0 3 4 0 :  10 








187 1 28 2 
i87 9:13r44 
187 22:44:27 




























04 :23: 16 
06:08:89 
07 : 53: 02 
09 : 37 :SS 
l l  : 22 : 48 
13:07:41 
14 : 52 :3! 
16 : 3? : 26 
18:22:19 
20 : 07 :12 
L3 :36 :S8 














West longi tude  is negat i re  (-1. 
29 
Satellite S l  
TIM (GMT) E .  LONS. ORBIT TIHE ( M T )  E. LONG. 
day hr rm sc deg.dq dry hr mn sc de9.dg 
ORBIT TIE (GHT) E. LOW. 
dry hr mn sc deq.dq 
189 OG:29:48 
188 02: If.: 09 
188 04:00 :31  
lee 05:45:5? 
18e C9:.16:35 
is9 07:3i :I3 
:$e i i : o i : ~ b  




























02: 4 0:08 
04  : 35 : 30 
O b :  20 :51 




i: :07 :38 
15:5?: 59 
19 :38 :21 
20 :23: 42 










































01 : Ob : 02 
02:  47: 19 
04 : 28 : 37 
05: 0 9 :  55 
07:51: 13 
O? : 32 : 3 0  
11 : 13: 48 
12 :55 : 06 
1 4 :  3 t :  24 
16: l?: 4 1  
17 : 58 :59 
19:40 :1? 
21:: :35 
























i 2 . 2 2  
-13.52 
-39 .  e? 
-65.21 

















1&9 04 :  6:46 







189 17~37;  8 
119 20:55’:43 
189 2?:41:01 












































02 : 03: 37 
03: 44 : 54 
OS:26: i 2  
07: 07: 30 
08 : 48 : 48 
m 3 0 :  05 
12: 1:23 
15 : 33 :59 
17: 15: 16 
18 :56 :34 
20: 37: 52 
22 : 19 : 10 






It?.  44 
137.1: 
lfI.8~7 









































191 ?O:!t: U O  
19: 21 :57 :  19 
! P i  ?J:?8:3t ,  








































































w e  
West longitude is negat ive ( -1  
30 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
OF POOR QUALTP( 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIHE (GHT) E .  LONG. 
day hr nn sc deq.dg 
ORRJT 
19131 






















































TIkE (GHT) E. LONG. ORBIT 
day hr fln sc deg.dg 
TIHE (CflT) E. LONG. ORBIT 
























1 : s i .  oi 
-@. t17 
4 Q.3 
r r L  
!9? 
1 92 










q : '9 : 54 
04: b i  : l l  
04 : 42 : 29 
06: 23: 47 
08 : 05 :05 
09: 46: 22 
11 :27:40 
13 : 08 : 58 
14 : 50 : 16 
1 b : 31 : 34 
18 :12 :Si 
19 : 54: 09 
21 :35 :27 












































t 5 0 9  
551 0 


































































































































































O D  :36 : l l  
02 : 17 : 29 
03: 58: 46 





14 :Ot :33 
15: 4 7 5 1  
17 :29 :OS 




































t s .  16 
38.81 






195 00:14 :  9 








! 9 S  15:2f:f9 
195 l?:C7:17 
!95 ?G:29:53 




























































West longitude is negative (-1. 
31 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
T I E  (MT) E. LONG. ORBIT T I  (GHT) E.  LONC. ORBIT T T I M  (@IT) E.  LON. ORBIT day hr nn sc deg.dg day hr M sc d q . d g  dry r nn IC deg.dg 
196 01:38:57 
































































i ~ t  i!e:19:~.7 





i 4 4 . 6 0  
119.28 
93.96 















































161.41 1021 i 




























fr? 81:!1:54 2  3:12 
197 0 4 :  4:30 
197 06:15:48 
197 7:57:05 

















































11: 03 : 34 
02 : 48 : 5s 
04 :34 : 17 
05:19:38 
08: 04 : 59 
09 :50  : ? l  




18 :37: 07 
20:2?:29 
22 : 07 : 50 





























G O  :SO :31 




09 : 34 : 55 
il  : 19 : 40 
13:04:41 
1 4:49 : 33 
16 :34: 26 
18: 19: 19 
20: 04 :  12 
21 : 49 : OS 

































i 4 2  10:57:49 
!?9 1?:39:C;7 






iw c w : z e  












































0 1 : 29 : 33 
03 : 23 : 54 
05: 05’: 16 
05:54 :3? 
08: 35): 58 
15:25:20 
12:10:4! 
1 3 : S b :  62 
15: 4!: 24 
17 :26 : 45 
14: i?: ift 
29 : 57 : 23 









-140 .? i  
-156.57 
lb6.86 












06 :33: 29 
08:18:22 
1 0 :  03:lS 
11 :48:0? 
13 : 33 : 0 0  
15: 17 :53 
17: 02:46 
18 :47 :39 
20 : 32: 32 
22:17:25 
























































Yest longitude is neqative ( -1 .  
32 
ORlGiNAL PAGZ IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TIhE (GhT) E .  LON. ORBIT 
day hr nn sc deg.dg T I E  (MT) E .  LONC. ORBIT day hr nn sc deg.dq 
TINE (EIIT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 





34.54 e .  $7 
- ic .  39 
- 4 4 . 5 5  
-71.32 
- 5 7 . 7 e  







































































































91 : 03: 03 
c4:33:52 
06: 19:  1.1 
OS: 94 :35 
09.49 : 56 
11 :35 :13 
13 : 20 : 39 
15: Ob :00 
15: 51 : 22 
20 :22: 04 
22 : 07 :26 
23 : 52 : 47 
$2 : 4e :31 



























1 0 266 
102h7 
00 : 38 : 37 
02: 15:3E 
64: 00:?3 
c!S : 45 : 16 
97 :?0: 09 
5 9 :  15: 01 
i 0 : 59:54 
:? : 44: 47 
14 : 29.40 
IS : 14  .;3 
?! : ;? . i i 
23:14:[14 
:? : 55 : L6 










































0 1 : 25 : 46 
03:0?:04 
04:48:22 
09 :5?: If 
1 i :33 : 33 
13:14:fl 
14 :56 : 09 
16 : 27 : 26 
19 : 13: 44 
2a:oo:o2 
?i :41:2t 
23: 22: 37 























2 0 . 0 0  















































2G2 11 ;11:42 






































13.53 -:' 94 
-3$:40 































-1iO. 96 6657 
203 00:42:04 
203 02:23:21 
3 3  04:$4:39 
203 05:45:57 
2G3 07:27:15 
9 3 09:0e:32 
213 10:49:50 


































663 o :CS.88 
E:. 42 
























Uest longitude is negative ( - 1 .  
33 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
T I E  (MT) E .  LONC. ORBIT 
dry hr mn sc dq.dg 
T I E  (CIIT) E .  LDWG. ORBIT 















01: 02: 45 
02 : 48 06 
0 4  : 33: 28 
06 : 18: 49 
08:04:!1 
09:k9:32 
!6 :50  :S7 
!E: 36: 19 
20 :?i :40 
22: 07: 01 
23 : 52: 23 









-166 I 27 
167.26 
140.80 















205 01 : 3 ? :  44 i14.33 16309 
2G5 03:23:(jS 87.87 10310 
205 Ut,:138:27 61.41 10311 
20s 06:53:4a 34.94 10312 
205 Oe:39:10 E.48 10313 
205 icI:?4:31 -1?.99 10314 
205 1?:0?:32 -44.45 18315 
205 13:5S:14 -70.92 i03 ib  
205 15:40:35 -5'1.38 10317 
?CS 1?:?5:55 -123.85 10319 
2Q5 19:1i:i8 -i5G.31 it319 
?fS 23:%:39 -176.78 10320 
205 ? ? : 4 2 : 0 U  156.76 18321 
130.29 
103.83 
1 7 . 3 6  
50.90 
24.43 
- 2 . 0 3  
-23.49 
-54.96 

































01 : 02 : 21. 
02: 47: 42 
04 :33 : 03 
06 : 18 : 25 





18 :35 :54 
20:21: 16 
22: 06 :37 






































3 4  14:C9:46 
204 15:54:39 









2f4 17:39:32 -40.76 6bb8 
204 1?:?4:25 -67.11 6669 
?E4 2::09:19 -93.45 6670 



































3 7  
26? 
9('? 
9 t., c: 
L Y  I 
& . I  
L V I  
9 rt 7 
01:35:43 
03: 20 : 36 
0b:SO : 21 
09:35:14 
10 :20: 07 
12 : t6: os 
13 : 49: 53 
:5 : 34: 4s 
l ?  : [i? :3f  
22 :34 : 17 
o w w a  













-93. b t  
-1i9.78 
TIME ( U T )  E .  L W .  ORBIT 
dry br r# sc de9.dg 
00 :20 : 12 
02 tOgi30 
03. 4 48. 
05 I 24 : 06 
07 : 05 : 23 
O8:46: 41 
10 : 27: 59 
12:09:17 
13:SO :34 
15: 31 : 52 
17:13:i0 
18: 54: 28 
20 : 35 : 45 
22 : 17 : 03 
23 : 50: 21 
-70.3b 
-95.69 







































2i.S 2 9 : l  :54 
205 ?1:55:12 
?fS ? 3 : 3 5 : ? 9  
0 1 : !7 : Lt? 
0?:53: es 
04  : 44 ; 23 
G6:?1:4i 
05544 : l b  
il : 25 : 34 
13 : 05 : 52 
14:  48:  09 
l b :29 : 27 
18 : i t :  45 
19: 52: @3 
21 : 33 : 20 
23:14 :38 








92. S i  











































































Uest longitude is negative (-1 
34 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S1 
TInE WIT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 
drv  hr nn sc deg.dp 
TIHE (CIIT) E. LONG. ORBIT TIHE (GNT) E.  LONG. ORBIT 


































































m a  
2C8 CO:J4:04 
21'8 $2:!5:22 
'N! 03 5 t : 4 9  
568 05:37:58 
2C8 9?:19:1t 







2CE ?@ :19: 3 













































































































































































-1 i 3 . 5 3  
-136.86 
-%4.  :9 
































219  15:04:47 
2id 16:50:09 
210 18:35:30 






























01 : 44:  09 
e3 :2? : B ?  
95: 13: 54 
05 : 58: 47 of!: 43: 4.3 
i2: 13: 26 
13 : 58: 19 is: 43: 1 i 






























t;: : e9 : 4a 
Q2. Sf : 06 
fi4 : 32 : 24 
(It : 1 5 4 1  
B?: 54: 59 
0 9 : 3 6 :  17 
!! : 17 :3S 
!?:58:53 
14:40  :IO 
i t :  2: :28 
!8: Ii2: 45 































01 : 36 :55 
03 : 22: i? 
0 5 :  07: 38 
t5  : 53 : 00 
rJ8 : 38 : 21 
!O :?3: 42 
:2: 09: 04  
13 :54 :?5 
i 5 : 3? : 46 
i 7 : 25 : 68 
19: 10 : 29 
29 : 55 :50 
22 : 4 1  : 12 
104.23 




- 2 3 . 0 9  

















1 0 4 E  
10483 
I O ? ? ?  
Uest longitude is negative (-1. 
35 
Satelllte C1 Satelllte C2 Satellite S1 
T I  ( M T )  E. LONE. ORBIT T I  (CWT) E .  LOW. ORBIT TIME ( M T )  E. LONE. OIIBIT d r y  x r nn sc deq.dg dry T r nn K dog.dC dry hr nn sc de9.dp 
West longitude is negative ( -1 
36 
Satellite S1 Satellite C l  Satellite C2 
TIK (MT) E. LONG. ORBIT 
d r )  hr CUI b~ d q . d q  
TI# ( M T >  E. LONG. 




















































3 6  
216 
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71 i 2  
??Z OQ:24:31 -1?3.55 6919 223 I)O:il):t8 -67.80 7112 
2'3 02:69:27 160.1G 69?G 223 01:51:26 -93.12 7L14 
273 QS:39:12 107.41 6922 223 05:14:01 -143.76 7116 
22: [r?:24:05 81.06 6923 273 06:55:f9 -169.09 7117 
223 09:08:58 54.72 5924 223 08:36:37 165.58 7 i i E  
223 10:53:51 3 . 3 7  69;s 223 10:17:5S 140.25 7119 
223 12 :39 : 44 ?.G3 5326 222 11:59:12 114.94 712!3 
222 14:23:?7 -24.32 6927 2 3  13:40:3@ 89.61 7121 
223 16:08:29 -56.67 5929 223 15:?1:48 64.29 7122 
223 17:53:22 -77.31 6929 2?3 17:03:06 38.96 7123 
223 1?:38:15 -i(j3.3& 6930 223 18:44:23 13.65 7124 
223 21:23:08 -i29.70 by31  2'3 ?G:?5:41 -11.68 7125 
?,'3 23:08:0! -156.05 6932 223 22:06:59 -37.01 71?6 
223 23:48:17 -62.33 7127 
223 03:s4:20 133.76 t921 223 03:32:44 -118.45 7115 
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07: 52: 25 
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21 : 51 :28 
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Satellite C2 Satellite S1 Satellite C1 
TIHE (CHTI E .  LONG. ORBIT 
dry hr HI sc deq.dp 
TIHE (GHT) E .  LONG. ORBIT 
day hr fin x de9.dp 
TIHE ( M T )  E. LONG. ORBIT 
d i l l  hr M sc d q . d g  
232 01:34:05 58. 5 10578 
2 2  03:19:29 42. 9 IO679 
232 05:04:51 15.93 10680 
232 06:50:12 -10.54 10681 
232 08:35:33 -37.01 10582 
232 10:20:55 -63.47 10683 
232 12:Ob:Ib -89.94 10684 
'32 13:S!:37 -116.40 10685 
232 17:22:20 -1 9.33 10687 
232 19:07:42 I B 4.21 10689 
232 20:53:03 137.74 10689 
232 22:38:24 111.28 10690 
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08: 42: 31 
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12; 05: 07 
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Z O  :31:36 
C2 : 12: 53 
23:54: 11 
07: ei: 13 
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232 01:38:06 150.72 7057 
233 lr3:?2:59 124.38 7058 
233 55:07:52 98.03 7059 
23.3 06:52:4S 71.69 705G 
233 08:37:38 45.34 7061 
233 10:22:34 18.99 7062 
233 12:07:23 -7.35 7163 
233 13:52:16 -33.70 ?Ob4 
232 15:37:0? -60.04 7065 
233 17:22:02 -86.39 7G66 
233 19:06:55 -112.73 7067 
233 ?0:51:47 -139.08 7668 





























03: 16 :47 
10 : 01 :58 
111.43: 16 
13 :24 :33 
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16 : 47 : 09 
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23 :3: :20 
23 00:23:46 
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22.3 14 : 26 : 37 
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West lonaitude is neaatiue ( -1  
46 
CRJGI?IAIE PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAUTV 
Satellite C1 Satellite C2 Satellite S i  
TIHE (CWT) E .  LONG. ORBIT T I N  (GHT) E .  LW. ORBIT 
day hr fin sc deg.dq TIHE (MT) E. LONG. ORBIT day hr MI sc dq.dg day hr Rn sc deg.dg 
Uest longitude is negative ( -1 .  
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Satellite C i  Satelllte C2 Satelllte S i  
T I E  (Ml) E .  LON. ORBIT T I S  (WT) E .  LO%. ORBIT TIM ( U T )  E. LONG. ORBIT 
day hr M sc d q . d p  dry hr M) sc drp .d9 day hr MI sc d q  .19 
. .  
260 00:20c17 3 .30 11060 260 80124:06 122.74 7427 260 00:11:56 -68.15 7639 
260 112:0fd9 1 s .83 11061 260 82:08359 96.39 7928 268 Oi:f3:14 -93.47 7640 
250 03:51:#0 43.63 i1062 260 03:53152 79.05 7429 
261) e5:36:a -4o.i~ 11063 260 8 5 3 8 4 4  4 .70 7430 
2 t 0  09:07~04 -93.03 51065 260 09:08td -8.99 7432 
260 10:52:26 419.49 11066 260 10;53:23 -35.34 7433 260 16:19:43 i39.91 7645 
260 12:37:47 -145.96 11067 260 12:38:16 -61.68 7434 2ki! 12:01:OO 114. -83, 3 7435 260 13:42:18 89. 3 0  14:23:08 -172.42 11 60 4 
40.24 7440 2t.P 22.89:47 -37.36 7652 
260 19:3?:13 108.19 11071 2b0 19:37~47 -167.G7 7438 2tG 18:46:11 13.30 7659 
2tO ?5:24:34 8i.72 11072 $81 gj;fi;3 1 
2tCJ ?3:55 :Cf -62.68 7653 ?to 23:09 :55  Sf.25 11073 
260 117~21:4? -66.56 ilO64 260 07:23$3 1 4 .35 7431 
860 176:U:Sl 134.65 11 260 17:S2$ -140.72 7437 260 17r04.54 38.61 7543 
;o ' b o  1 :08:30 161.11 11 $60 f6:#:1[ -114. 7 7436 260 15.23~36 b3. 
66-59 7439 2i50 ? 5 . 2 ? : ? 9  -12.G3 7651 
252 ti:3o:i6 iq.20 iiosa 2.52 01:20:46 105.05 7455 q= pi09:3f 53 7668 
?A? 03:!5:38 -8.18 11089 202 83:05:39 78.70 745 L 2 2 50~49 -8:86 7669 
202 OS:O5:59 -34.65 11090 262 C4:50:32 52.36 7455 262 04:32:07 -133.19 7670 
202 06: 3:29 -1S8.51 7671 1 '!"-:! ?%! 262 07:04:42 176.17 7672 3 2  06:46:?0 -61.11 11SYl 2t2 Ob:35:2 262 88:31:42 -87.58 11092 262 08:20:1 
?t? !0:!?:03 -114.04 11093 262 1O:OS:fi -25.68 7460 ?ti? 05':36:00 15 .8f 7673 
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